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Next Generation Naturals {NGN} – The Renaissance of Naturals 

 
Trying to sort through the nature of ‘natural’ and eco-consciousness, such as… “Is bio-identical 
still natural?” or, “What does sustainability really mean?” can be both overwhelming and only 
slightly less complicated than discussing the physics of cosmic worm holes. 

 
The dichotomy of lusting for naturally derived products under the guise that they are more 
environmentally friendly or safer couldn’t be more profound. We know that, on average, 1KG of 
a botanical material produced for the skincare industry requires hundreds of KG of solvent, tons 
of water (literally tons) and the monopolization of many square meters of land for many years 
to produce. As we know, the world’s issues are becoming more and more complicated as each 
day passes and we are troubled by these facts. To which, we ask… There must be a solution that 
presents a win-win scenario for the world AND the consumer?  
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Next Generation Naturals {NGN} – The Solution 
 
The solution is found in recent biotechnological production advancements utilizing Meristems in 
skin care advancements.  Similar to humans, plants contain stem cells that have the ability to 
differentiate into whatever the plant needs to survive. Eco-vigilant Meristem botanicals are 
cultivated in a sterile lab environment using a state-of-art process. Scientists have found that 
Meristems have superior efficacy activity to traditional botanical extracts and have a 
significantly reduced environmental impact (see ‘Resource Demand’ graphs).  
 
This Meristem production method is of the highest purity and free of pollutants, as it requires 
no pesticides, fertilizers, or land… having little-to-no impact on the environment.   
 
CoValence has longed embraced the above technology, spending years searching for and 
procuring an inventory of Meristem based materials. Our goal was to be able to provide an 
offset to conventional natural goods and NGN is the culmination of this search. Finished goods 
that deploy NGN ingredient have the ability to offer targeted skin care activity, reliable efficacy, 
beautiful imagery and an unmatched sustainability profile. Furthermore, NGN materials can 
become custom complexes to provide a skin care brand or individual product the competitive 
advantage only granted with strong Intellectual Property.  
 
NGN Eco-vigilant Points:  
 

 no environmental contaminants or crop quality concerns 

 full access to natural substances found in the entire plant 

 comprehensive eco-friendly approach and protection of biodiversity 

 standardization achieved despite seasonal and geographical variations  

 organic and Non-GMO 

 stops depletion of endangered plant species 

 water and crop land conserving 

 high ingredient purity 

 high level of targeted actives  
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Resource demand in a nutshell… 
 

 
 
The extensive blueprint surrounding CoValence’s NGN concept and development (see ‘Document 
Disclaimer’)…  
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Interested in the Marketing side of NGN? Beautiful marketing imagery is at your fingertips… 

 

 
 
NGN gives you formulation diversity without compromising quality, the environment nor 
activity. The natural product renaissance starts now and it starts with NGN! 
 
CoValence Labs is a custom and private label formulator and manufacturer of professional, retail 
and mass-market international skin care. Since 1989 our future-edge skin care concepts, 
ingredients and formulas have consistently been at the forefront of the global skin care market. 
Everything that CoValence is and does stems from what we would want from a company if we 
were in our clients’ shoes. As a result, everyone at CoValence is exceptionally personable, 
helpful and hands-on, as well as the best source of progressive, elegant and effective 
professional, retail and mass-market Cosmeceuticals and Dermo-Cosmetics. 
 
For more information about CoValence Labs, please visit www.covalence.com. 
 
Contact: Customer Service at 480.897.0551 or customerservice@covalence.com. 
 
Copyright on all text material. This document and its contents are the property of CoValence Laboratories. Information contained in 
this technical literature is believed to be accurate and is offered in good faith for the benefit of the consumer. CoValence® cannot 
assume any liability or risk involved in the use of its products considering the conditions of use are beyond CoValence’s control. 
CoValence cannot assume liability or be considered responsible if a product is used to infringe on an existing patent or trademark. 
The products are for cosmetic or OTC (when indicated) use only. CoValence makes no warranty of any kind, expressed or implied, 
other than that the material conforms to the applied standard specifications. The recipient is solely responsible for ensuring that 
products marketed and sold to consumers comply with all relevant laws and regulations. CoValence complies with FDA, ISO 22716 
and cGMP practices; Ingredient information contained in this document was summarized per scientific ingredient literature and 
research; claims and descriptions have not been validated by the FDA, unless identified as an OTC monographed ingredient per the 
FDA. 
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